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All,
 
Thanks for the participation today for those that were able to join the webex meeting. Special thanks
to Spo, Doug, and Emma for all the hard work they put in on the Survey…
 
As discussed, I have included below notes and actions items from the call this afternoon.
 
Attendees:

1. Corey McShannon (Sustainability Workgroup Sponsor)
2. Melissa Brinkmeyer
3. Stephen Spoljaric “Spo”
4. Rudy Anzaldua
5. Doug Dietrich
6. Emma Hirsch
7. Violet Quinn
8. David Turner
9. Dustin Bedford

 
Agenda:

HSE Topic (Doug Dietrich)- Heat Stress Reminders/ Tree Trimming Safety
Sustainability Workgroup- Goals from Approved Charter (Corey McShannon-Sponsor)
Sustainability Workgroup Leads present results from survey (Spo, Doug, Emma)
Discuss presentation during PEG 2022 Spring Conference  (Spo)
Path Forward and request from PEG members at Spring Conference
Action items as applicable

Q4 PEG Fall Conference: October 19th/20th – Woodlands, TX
 
Sustainability Workgroup Charter Goals (Corey) :

Conduct survey’s with PEG members to better understand how each company is progressing
sustainability
Align as PEG members on how we will approach our suppliers/ contractors when collecting
data on sustainability. (i.e. Global Survey, Pre-qual, third parties)
Identify Regions in the world that are progressing sustainability faster than others and
potentially collect data on how/ when other regions plan to set targets with ESG/
Sustainability goals.

 
Survey Results- Details / Charts (Doug/ Emma):

Names of companies will remain in responses and information submitted by Workgroup
Members
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Information will be available only to those PEG members that participated in the survey
Emma developed detailed information on Women Development from the survey results in a
word document.  Emma has included some helpful links on what other companies are doing
to promote women in our industry.
Survey results posted on PEG website will be password protected. Corey will post and then
send a link to members who participated in the Sustainability survey. He will send a separate
email with the password for workgroup team members so they are able to log into the survey
data results.
More than likely we will send the same survey out again next year (2023) to see how
companies have progressed in their sustainability journey’s

 
Survey Presentation Overview (2022 Spring PEG Conference Presentation- Spo)

Spo presented the slide deck with results from the Sustainability Survey
Feedback from PEG Members was to provide further information on the items below from
our Workgroup Team (SUB-GROUPS):

1. Review and general training – provide to PEG members (maybe YouTube or something
easy for general understanding of Scope 1, 2, 3 or Sustainability Basics/ ESG etc..) 

2. Focus on the regional scope of the charter to see what is happening in different parts
of the world. 

3. Align on what we will ask suppliers/ contractors related to Sustainability ESG- Consider
a template of some sort and report back to PEG.

 
Action Items:

1. Corey to load Survey Results to PEG Website and send link/ password – 2 separate emails
2. Doug Dietrich/ Melissa Brinkmeyer to lead subgroup #1 above which will focus on providing

some FREE training tools for PEG members on key components of Sustainability to enhance
PEG members understanding and possibly share with other colleagues in our companies.

3. David Turner will lead subgroup 2- with a focus the regional scope piece of our charter as
noted above.

4. Rudy Anzaldua will lead subgroup 3- with a focus on developing a template or list PEG
members can align on as noted above.

5. Others on the Sustainability workgroup to support the subgroup leads.
6. Corey to schedule next meeting (Q3) for September. Meeting will focus on report out from

Subgroup leads. 
 
Please try to attend these meetings if you have been assigned by your PEG Committee member(s) to
attend. If you are not able to attend please let me know in advance.
 

Have a SAFE 4th of July Weekend and enjoy time with your Family and Friends.
 
Thanks,
 
Corey
 
 



**Please note my email address has changed:  Corey.McShannon@fluorgov.com**
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